Abstract: This paper shows how a one-way mapping using majority information on adjacent bits will improve the randomness of d-sequences.
Introduction
In a recent article, Anthes [1] summarizes recent results in generating true random numbers. In particular, it mentions the work at Intel Corp. to use thermal noise on the central processing unit of the computer as random number generator (RNG) [2] . This is not unlike the RNGs based on quantum processes that have been proposed elsewhere [3] . Quantum processes come with their own uncertainty [4] - [7] .
Randomness is generally measured in terms of probability or of complexity. From the lens of probability, all binary sequences of length n are equivalent. From the point of view of complexity, randomness will depend on the algorithm that has been used to generate the sequence. Ritter provides a summary of several measures of algorithmic complexity [8] and, therefore, also of randomness.
In this article, we will investigate results of a method of cryptographic strengthening of RNGs. Basically, the idea is to apply a many-to-one mapping to the binary output of the RNG, increasing the complexity of reverse process. We show that by using a 3-to-1 mapping where each group of three 0s and 1s is replaced by whatever the majority improves the autocorrelation function of the resultant sequence in some cases. This will be tried both for the Windows based RNGs as well as d-sequences [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , that are "decimal sequences" in an arbitrary base, although binary (base-2) sequences are the ones considered here. D-sequences have found several applications in cryptography and they are of particular interest since any random sequence can be represented as a d-sequence (Figure 1 ).
Randomness measured by Autocorrelation Function
For simplicity, we consider only the autocorrelation function as measure of randomness. The value of the autocorrelation is defined as in the equation below:
A good random sequence has an autocorrelation function that is roughly two-valued. The C(k) function for a maximum-length d-sequence is has a negative peak of -1 for half the period because of the anti-symmetry of the sequence. Non-maximum length d-sequences need not have such a structure.
The binary d-sequence is generated by means of the algorithm [11] :
where q is a prime number. The maximum length (with period q-1) sequences are generated when 2 is a primitive root of q. When the binary d-sequence is of maximum length, then bits in the second half of the period are the complements of those in the first half.
Any periodic sequence can be represented as a generalized d-sequence m/n, where m and n are suitable natural numbers, i.e., positive integers. 
The PR(n) sequence
The PR(n) sequences emerges by mapping each group of adjacent n bits (n odd) of the PR sequence to 0 or 1 depending on whether it has a majority of 0s or 1s. We have done experiments on many d-sequences (see below for examples) and we find that PR(3) provides significant improvement and that there is no significant advantage in taking larger values of n. 
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Random Numbers from Windows PC
In a similar way shown above, I have taken binary random sequences generated by using random number generators in windows PC and done some experiments in order to determine how many-to-one mapping impacts the quality of the autocorrelation function. 1  9  17  25  33  41  49  57  65  73  81  89  97  105  113  121 129 137
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The results for the Windows PC RNG are shown in Table 2 . (5) PR (7) PR ( Note that in this case the use of applying the many-to-one mapping does not improve the autocorrelation function of this RNG.
PR(n) mapping applied to the Mesh random sequence
We now apply the PR(n) operation to the ransom sequence from the mesh array [20; also see [15] - [19] ). The results are as follows: The performance of the mesh array sequence to the many-to-one mapping is similar to that for the Windows RNG.
Nested PR(n) sequences
It is significant that the performance of nested PR(n) sequences for the Windows PRNG is not very good as given by the results in Table 4 below. 
Conclusions
This article shows that the many-to-one mapping improves the quality of the autocorrelation function of d-sequences. Since this mapping does not correspondingly improve the performance of the Windows RNG or the recently introduced mesh array sequence, this mapping could have applications in the evaluation of the quality of randomness of a sequence.
